Welcome!
Take a walk through the garden.
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Pergola
gaiety hollow, served as elizabeth lord and edith
schryver’s personal home, garden and studio.
Since its purchase by the lord & Schryver conservancy, the garden has been restored to its period of significance and the site developed into
a cultural/educational center for the community.
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The property is on the National Historic

Register because of the garden and its association
with Lord and Schryver.
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Lord & Schryver believed that a garden was more inviting when it was divided into
smaller areas or "rooms." they accomplished this in their own garden.  
1. Entry Garden
The 1932 Clarence Smith designed house is
located quite close to the street. This area is
functional and understated, with driveway
off to one side. The boxwood hedge provides privacy.

5. Parterre Flower Garden
Continue on to the parterre, a complex flower garden defined by brick pathways ending in a variety
of focal points - benches, arbors and gates. A variety
of flowers bloom from spring through fall providing color, texture and structure.

2. West Allee
Head west, stopping under the large tree canopy.
Turn right and look down the West Allee. Low
boxwood hedges frame seasonal beds of rhododendrons, camellias and azaleas. A 350-year-old Garry
oak was a focal point at the end. When it died 10
years ago, it was replaced with a younger specimen.

6. Drying Garden
Return to the parterre, heading south through the
arbor toward the espaliered camellia on the wall.
This area with its flagstone path was used by Lord
& Schryver to dry their clothes!

3. West-east axis and Pergola
At the end of the Allee you arrive at two axes. Turn
right onto the brick path, passing under the pergola
covered with 3 seasonal vines: clematis in spring,
rose in summer and grape in fall.  

7. North Lawn
This grass area is the organizing space of many
garden rooms as each is easily accessed from here.
The broad expanse of green allows your eyes to rest
visually

4. Reserve Garden
Head northeast to enter this hidden workspace,
used for plant propagation and tool storage.  
  

8. Evergreen Garden
Head southwest toward this intimate space, providing quiet and privacy with evergreen shrubs and a
reflecting pool. This area provides an inner circulation path to move between front and back.

